
 
 

 

INTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE CELL 

 
 
 

2.6.1. The institution has stated learning outcomes 
(programme and course outcome)/graduate attributes which 
are integrated into the assessment process and widely 
publicized through  the  website  and  other  documents  and 
the attainment of the same are evaluated by the institution. 

 
 
 
 
 

                      MATHEMATICS 

                  COURSE OUTCOMES 

                     (2018-23) 

 

A.S.D.Government Degree College for Women 
An Autonomous Institution 

Jagannaickpur, Kakinada, Andhra Pradesh-533002 
Affiliated to Adikavi Nannaya University, Rajamahendravaram 



                                  Department of Hindi   

         Course Outcomes 2018-19,Course Code- HIN103   

     General Hindi- Prose, Short Stories Grammar & Letter writing 

                         

SEM I: Course Outcomes: 
 

CO 1 : Understanding the origin of Hindi language and its literature.  

CO 2 : Identifying the dialects of Hindi language family.   

CO 3: Analysing the development of Khadiboli Hindi.  

CO 4: Understanding the concept of history of literature.   

CO 5: Understanding the basis of the classification of Hindi literature.  

CO 6: Understanding the importance and basis of the names given to each 

period of Hindi literature  

CO3: Able to understand the importance of humanity and responsibility through 

short stories. 

CO6: To produce appropriate vocabulary and correct form to improve skills in 

the letter writing. 

SEM-II: - General Hindi- Prose, Short Stories Grammar & Letter writing 

(B.A. /B. Com./B. Sc.) Course Code- HIN203   
CO1: To understanding the greatness of India regarding unity in diversity and 

about relationship  between culture and literature. 

CO2: To understanding human values through the short stories, to help the 
needy and poor people in the society. 

CO3: To understanding the problems facing by old age people in the society 
through the short stories. 

CO4: To understanding about patriotism. 

CO5: To develop grammatical skills through prepositions to know the meaning 
and sentence writing in Hindi. 

CO6: To produce appropriate vocabulary and correct form to improve skills in 
the letter writing. 

 

 



 

 

SEM-III: Old and Modern Poetry & a History of Hindi Literature 

(B.A. /B. Com./B. Sc.) Course Code- HIN303   
 

CO1: To understand the moral values and life skills taught indirectly through 

           poems 

CO2: understanding the concept of history of Hindi literature.  

CO3: Understanding the bases of the classification of Hindi literature.  

CO4: Understanding bases of the names given to each period of Hindi  

          literature.  

CO5: Understanding the features of aadikaal, Bhaktikal in context of socio – 

          culturalAnd political condition of that period. 

CO6: Understand the role play by the poets of Bhakti kal in literature and 

          society. 

 Describing the progressive nature of sant kabeer and his writings. 

 

CO7: To develop creative thinking by writing the general essays. 

 

CO8: To understand the translation skills. 

CO9: To acquire skills of drafting official letters in Hindi like circular, 

notification and  office memorandum. 



                                  Department of Hindi   

          Course Outcomes 2019-20, Course Code- HIN103     
     General Hindi- Prose, Short Stories Grammar & Letter writing 

                         

SEM I: Course Outcomes: 
 

CO 1 : Understanding the origin of Hindi language and its literature.  

CO 2 : Identifying the dialects of Hindi language family.   

CO 3: Analysing the development of Khadiboli Hindi.  

CO 4: Understanding the concept of history of literature.   

CO 5: Understanding the basis of the classification of Hindi literature.  

CO 6: Understanding the importance and basis of the names given to each 

period of Hindi literature  

CO3: Able to understand the importance of humanity and responsibility through 

short stories. 

CO6: To produce appropriate vocabulary and correct form to improve skills in 

the letter writing. 

SEM-II: - General Hindi- Prose, Short Stories Grammar & Letter writing 

(B.A. /B. Com./B. Sc.), Course Code- HIN203   
CO1: To understanding the greatness of India regarding unity in diversity and 
about relationship  between culture and literature. 

CO2: To understanding human values through the short stories, to help the 
needy and poor people in the society. 

CO3: To understanding the problems facing by old age people in the society 
through the short stories. 

CO4: To understanding about patriotism. 

CO5: To develop grammatical skills through prepositions to know the meaning 
and sentence writing in Hindi. 

CO6: To produce appropriate vocabulary and correct form to improve skills in 
the letter writing. 

 

 

 



 

SEM-III: Old and Modern Poetry & a History of Hindi Literature 

(B.A. /B. Com./B. Sc.) Course Code- HIN303   
 

CO1: To understand the moral values and life skills taught indirectly through 

           poems 

CO2: understanding the concept of history of Hindi literature.  

CO3: Understanding the bases of the classification of Hindi literature.  

CO4: Understanding bases of the names given to each period of Hindi  

          literature.  

CO5: Understanding the features of aadikaal, Bhaktikal in context of socio – 

          culturalAnd political condition of that period. 

CO6: Understand the role play by the poets of Bhakti kal in literature and 

          society. 

 Describing the progressive nature of sant kabeer and his writings. 

 

CO7: To develop creative thinking by writing the general essays. 

 

CO8: To understand the translation skills. 

CO9: To acquire skills of drafting official letters in Hindi like circular, 

notification and  office memorandum. 

 



                                  Department of Hindi   

            Course Outcomes 2019-20, Course Code-HIN20103   

     General Hindi- Prose, Short Stories Grammar & Letter writing 

                         

SEM I: Course Outcomes: 

CO1 Students will be self–motivated to acquire and apply the comprehensive 

knowledge of listening skills, and be able to Listen, understand and 

project views in a convincing manner 

CO2 Students should heighten their speaking skills and express themselves 

in an effective Manner and address societal issues for the general good 

of the society. 

CO3 Students should be able to access, retrieve and use information from 

books and Authentic sources including internet applications to analyze 

grammar and producer or free sentences in speech and writing through 

the mastery of Grammar. 

CO4 Students will increase their writing skills with no errors of spelling or 

punctuation and be able to present significant information clearly and 

concisely to interested Groups. 

CO5 They should be able to understand the importance of soft skills such 

as emotional intelligence, and interpersonal skills to adapt 

themselves to the ever-emerging demands of work place and life. 

CO6 Understanding the relation between society and literature and analyses 

the role played by Hindi literature in past and present. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



SEM-II: - General Hindi- Prose, Short Stories Grammar & Letter writing 

(B.A. /B. Com./B. Sc.), Course Code- HIN20203 

CO1: To understanding the greatness of India regarding unity in diversity and 

about relationship  between culture and literature. 

CO2: To understanding human values through the short stories, to help the 
needy and poor people in the society. 

CO3: To understanding the problems facing by old age people in the society 
through the short stories. 

CO4: To understanding about patriotism. 

CO5: To develop grammatical skills through prepositions to know the meaning 
and sentence writing in Hindi. 

CO6: To produce appropriate vocabulary and correct form to improve skills in 
the letter writing. 

 

                 SEM-III: Old and Modern Poetry & a History of Hindi Literature 

(B.A. /B. Com./B. Sc.) Course Code- HIN20303 

 

CO1: To understand the moral values and life skills taught indirectly through 

           poems 

CO2: understanding the concept of history of Hindi literature.  

CO3: Understanding the bases of the classification of Hindi literature.  

CO4: Understanding bases of the names given to each period of Hindi  

          literature.  

CO5: Understanding the features of aadikaal, Bhaktikal in context of socio – 

          culturalAnd political condition of that period. 

CO6: Understand the role play by the poets of Bhakti kal in literature and 

          society. 

 Describing the progressive nature of sant kabeer and his writings. 

 

CO7: To develop creative thinking by writing the general essays. 

 

CO8: To understand the translation skills. 

CO9: To acquire skills of drafting official letters in Hindi like circular, 

notification and  office memorandum. 



                 ASD GOVERNMENT COLLEGE (W)(A), KAKINADA 

                                   Department of Hindi   

                Semester-I, Course Outcomes 2021-22   
                Gadya Sandesh, Kathaa Loak- Course Code- HIN20103 

                                            (B.A. /B. Com./B. Sc.)         

SEM I: Course Outcomes: 

CO1 Students will be self–motivated to acquire and apply the comprehensive 

knowledge of listening skills, and be able to Listen, understand and 

project views in a convincing manner 

CO2 Students should heighten their speaking skills and express themselves 

in an effective Manner and address societal issues for the general good 

of the society. 

CO3 Students should be able to access, retrieve and use information from 

books and Authentic sources including internet applications to analyze 

grammar and producer or free sentences in speech and writing through 

the mastery of Grammar. 

CO4 Students will increase their writing skills with no errors of spelling or 

punctuation and be able to present significant information clearly and 

concisely to interested Groups. 

CO5 They should be able to understand the importance of soft skills such 

as emotional intelligence, and interpersonal skills to adapt 

themselves to the ever-emerging demands of work place and life. 

CO6 Understanding the relation between society and literature and analyses 

the role played by Hindi literature in past and present. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

                               SEM-II: - Course Outcomes 2021-22   
                        Gadya Sandesh, Kathaa Loak- Course Code- HIN20203 

(B.A. /B. Com./B. Sc.) 

CO1: To understanding the greatness of India regarding unity in diversity and 
about relationship  between culture and literature. 

CO2: To understanding human values through the short stories, to help the 
needy and poor people in the society. 

CO3: To understanding the problems facing by old age people in the society 

through the short stories. 

CO4: To understanding about patriotism. 

CO5: To develop grammatical skills through prepositions to know the meaning 
and sentence writing in Hindi. 

CO6: To produce appropriate vocabulary and correct form to improve skills in 
the letter writing. 

                                      SEM-III: Course Outcomes 2021-22,  
                                         Kaavya Deep- Course Code- HIN20303 
                                                       (B.A. /B. Com./B. Sc.) 

                                                     

 

CO1: To understand the moral values and life skills taught indirectly through 

           poems 

CO2: understanding the concept of history of Hindi literature.  

CO3: Understanding the bases of the classification of Hindi literature.  

CO4: Understanding bases of the names given to each period of Hindi  

          literature.  

CO5: Understanding the features of aadikaal, Bhaktikal in context of socio – 

          culturalAnd political condition of that period. 

CO6: Understand the role play by the poets of Bhakti kal in literature and 

          society. 

 Describing the progressive nature of sant kabeer and his writings. 

 

CO7: To develop creative thinking by writing the general essays. 

 

CO8: To understand the translation skills. 

CO9: To acquire skills of drafting official letters in Hindi like circular, 

notification and  office memorandum. 



ASD GOVERNMENT COLLEGE (W)(A), KAKINADA 

DEPARTMENT OF HINDI 

COURSE OUTCOMES – 2022-2023 

TITLE OF THE COURSE- Gadya Sandesh, Kathaa Loak- Course Code- HIN20103 

                                         Semester- I B.A. B. Com, B.Sc.  
 

Course Outcomes: 

 

On Completion of the course, the students will be able to- 

CO1 Students will be self–motivated to acquire and apply the comprehensive 

knowledge of listening skills, and be able to Listen, understand and 

project views in a convincing manner 

CO2 Students should heighten their speaking skills and express themselves 

in an effective Manner and address societal issues for the general good 

of the society. 

CO3 Students should be able to access, retrieve and use information from 

books and Authentic sources including internet applications to analyze 

grammar and producer or free sentences in speech and writing through 

the mastery of Grammar. 

CO4 Students will increase their writing skills with no errors of spelling or 

punctuation and be able to present significant information clearly and 

concisely to interested Groups. 

CO5 They should be able to understand the importance of soft skills such 

as emotional intelligence, and interpersonal skills to adapt 

themselves to the ever-emerging demands of work place and life. 

CO6 Understanding the relation between society and literature and analyses 

the role played by Hindi literature in past and present. 

 

 

                                       

 

                                      



                               COURSE OUTCOMES – 2022-2023 

TITLE OF THE COURSE- Gadya Sandesh, Kathaa Loak- Course Code- HIN20203 

                                         Semester- II- B.A. B. Com, B.Sc.  

Course Outcomes: 

 
 

On Completion of the course, the students will be able to- 

CO1 Students will be able to understand the meanings of words, phrases and 

sentences in context 

CO2 Student will be able to comprehend and interpret different types of texts 

CO3 Students will be able to build up a repository of active vocabulary 

CO4 Students will be able to narrate simple experiences and series of events 

CO5 Students will be able to improve writing skills 

CO6 Consciousness about the issues related to women: The students got 

scope to gain knowledge and share their ideas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                               

 

                                           

 

 



COURSE OUTCOMES – 2022-2023 

                  TITLE OF THE COURSE- Kaavya Deep- Course Code- HIN20303 

                                         Semester-III- B.A. B. Com, B.Sc.  

 Course Outcomes: 

 

 

On Completion of the course, the students will be able to- 

CO1 Improve their LSRW Skills and related sub-skills 

CO2 Develop vocabulary and improve the accuracy in Grammar 

CO3 Create substantial base by formation of strong professional      

vocabulary 

CO4 Learn the structure and style of effective sentences 

CO5 Focus on style of writing in Formal Letter writing 

CO6 Developing philosophy of life inspiring by the vision of eminent 

writers.  

CO7 Identifying the nature and character of person through his actions 
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